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The BG News
"Celebrating 75 Years of Excellence"

Cloudy

Chance of rain, 58
Thursday, March 16,1995.

Irish eyes
aresmilin'
in BG bars
for St. Pat

Bowling Green, Ohio

Volume 82, Issue 121

Chrome and Steel All Around

Joe Boyle
The BG News
It's the greenest day of them all.'
And many Irish-Americans have
been heard to say St. Patrick's
Day Is the day all of the drinking
amateurs come out of the woodwork, while the real Irish know
how to hold their green beer.
However, amateurs and professionals alike will have an opportunity to take part In the things
college students of all Ilk love to
take part In — good music and
multi-colored beer.
Guinness Dark, Bailey's Irish
Creme and Irish Mist will flow like
water In Bowling Green this St
Patrick's Day.
Hitting many of the bars will be
the Mill Stream Pipes and Drum
Band, composed of some bagpipers and drummers, playing
Irish music In a "pub crawl."
The band will play at selected
bars for about a half hour, and
then inarch to the next watering
hole.
Local bars and restaurants also
have done their best to capture
the spirits of the Emerald Isle.
Easystreet Cafe, located on
South Main Street, will be featuring Paddy's Night Out, according
to Paris, an employee.
They'll be taking the stage at
10 p.m.. or at least no later than
10:30," Paris said.
However, since Friday Is the
last day of classes before spring
break, at least one bar will feature
a pre St. Patrick's Day party.
The University Irish dub, In
cahoots with M.T. Muggs on East
Wooster Street, wi 11 be up to their

BGfunding
spotlighted
by nominee
Jay Young
The BG News

Sidney Rlbeau brought his box
of University knowledge to an
open forum In Olscamp Hall on
Wednesday.
The fifth of six candidates to
visit the campus. Rlbeau has
been vice president for Academic
Affairs at California State Polytechnic University since 1992.
"My perceptions are based on a
box of Information that I received
from the University about what
has been happening here In the
recent years." Rlbeau said.
Rlbeau told the mostly University employee audience that finding new sources of revenue will be
one of the biggest challenges In
the future.
"If the good old days were In fact
good, they're not coming back.
We're not going to be funded by
the legislature or by the federal
government or anyone else."
Rlbeau said. "There is every IndlcaUon cutbacks are the rule of
the day."
In order to generate the new
revenue Rlbeau said It Is Important that the University communicates with the public.
"Higher education needs to be a
better spokesperson for Itself. We
need to explain to others what we
do," Rlbeau said. "If we don't begin doing that. If you look nationwide, what you will see Is that
Th« SO Nmn/KoM Wcltncr
ffSteve Smclser. AH eight-year veteran of motorcycle mechanic*, works to carefully remove the clutch
other people will do it for you."
corer without (tripping the aluminum screws of a 1979 Honda CB7BOK at BO Motorcycle and AccessoRlbeau said after reading the
ries Wednesday afternoon. Tm getting this bike ready for spring." Smelser said. "The clutch just needs to
material provided he thought the
be adjusted."
See BLARNEY, page three.
University had started the necessary actions. However, he questioned where those actions stood.
"It seems to me that Bowling
Green has begun doing all of the
things that higher education has
been called on to do." Rlbeau
said. "My first observation would
be. we have all of these reports.
We have discussions about things
that need to be done, but what Is
the status of those?"
Upon arrival, police determined
Joe Pelffer
Rlbeau. who will conclude his
there was no bomb. Police presThe BG News
visit tomorrow, said the Universience then allegedly prompted
ty faculty and staff Is a strength of
The only thing ticking during a more antics from Poluszak.
the lust It u( ion.
bomb threat/attempted robbery
"After she was detained she
"I see a committed faculty and
at a local bank was the feigned started complaining that she was
staff," Rlbeau said. "The longevity
heart attack of the wnuld-be thief. having a heart attack," Conner
of time and rank and tradition
Jacqueline K. Poluszak, of said.
here at the University, I think. Is a
Westervllle. alAn ambulance was called and
testament to their Investment In
legedly entered
emergency officials then dethe institution."
the Mid- Amertermined the only part of PalEvron Collins, associate library
ican National
uszak that faltered was her plans
professor, has been to all five of
Bank & Trust
-not her heart
the open forums. She said the five
Co., 16748 N.
"The emergency personnel
candidates who have visited are
Main St.. and
checked her, found her to be OK
similar in ways.
asked about
and released her to us," Conner
"I think each one Is an Individthe bank's CD
said. "She wasn't talking to
ual and each one has got their
rates.
anyone."
own strengths and weaknesses,"
After entering
Conner said he later learned PoCollins said. "They have all been
an office, Poluszak had been driving a rental
different but yet that all seem to
luszak began threatening to de- car from a Columbus rental agent
fit the same mold."
tonate a bomb If employees did since March 8. He said he didn't
Bruce Edward, associate econot meet her demands for money.
know how long she had been In
nomics professor, said he Is com• 'TThe employee] turned her Bowling Green.
fortable with all of the candidates.
back and Poluszak was on her."
He also said Poluszak has a his"The committee seems to have
Conner said. "It happened so fast tory of passing bad checks, forcome up with six people that are
all the employee did was react"
gery and possible mental probvery similar m positive and negaTwo bank employees then de- lems.
tive attributes," Edwards said.
tained Poluszak while a third emPeople who want to comment
At press time, Federal Bureau
ployee tripped the alarm and
on any of the candidates can obdialed 911. There were no cus- of Investigations officers were
TS» no nmw/mom IIIMir tain an Input sheet In the offices
tomers In the bank at the time of questioning Poluszak about the
robberies.
JacquUne K. Poluszak of Wes terrific Is assisted by Bowling Green police of every vice president In the Jerthe attempted robbery.
Greg Snyder. head of security and fire f**IHnft Into the back of a police cruiser after attempting to rob ome Library, Faculty Senate Of"It wasn't like they went chasing after her, it Just kind of hap- for Mld-Am Banks, said this was the Mld-Am bank on North Main Street Wednesday afternoon. After the fice and student government ofrobbery attempt went bad, Poineaak feigned a heart attack
fices.
not a "typical robbery."
pened," Conner said.

Woman attempts bank robbery
Bomb threat fails, would-be thief
feigns heart attack upon capture
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Penny Brown responds
to letters to the editor.
Page 2.
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" It seems to me that
Bowling Green has
begun doing all of the
things that higher
education has been
called to do."
Sidney Rlbeau
Presidential candidate

Campus
puzzle
concerns
candidate
Jay Young
The BG News
University presidential
candidate Sidney Rlbeau
said he Ukes the looks of the
University puzzle and believes he could piece It all
together.
"Everyone seems to think
the University Is poised and
ready carve out a very
unique mission." Rlbeau
said. "A lot of the pieces are
In place and what needs to
happen next Is an Implementation plan to make
those things happen."
One of the elements In the
plan Is additional resources.
Currently the vice president
for Academic Affairs at California State Polytechnic
University. Rlbeau said additional resources have to
be found. He said tuition
hikes will eventually price
the University out of the
market
"You can't continue to ask
students and ask students'
parents |for money], "
Rlbeau said. "I think you
will reach a saturation point
pretty quickly."
Rlbeau said the University should form partnerships
with companies. He said
such partnerships can help
See RIBEAU, page four.
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A suspected juvenile
murderer has been
apprehended and will
soon be released.
Page 5.
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Xavier University won't
say whether two players in
trouble with the law will
play against Georgetown.
Page 6.

Editorial
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Responses to letter writers
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Keep records open
for faculty members

The Inter-University Council opposes open records on
intellectual property, midterm exams, some personal records and promotion and tenure records.
The American Association of University Professors
supports the open record policy, which was made official
after an Ohio Supreme Court ruling.
These records need to be open so that the faculty themselves can read the evaluations and information. This
way if the information is incorrect, they have the opportunity to recognize that and correct it
In addition, potential employers of the faculty have the
ability to find out as much as possible about the person. If
the faculty member has something to hide, he or she
probably is not the best candidate for the Job.
So open records would allow employers to select the
people who would be most appropriate for the job, which
would benefit the students and the University in the long
run.
That is probably the single most important reason —
records should be open so officials can make the most
educated, beneficial decisions regarding hiring.
It's similar to the election of government officials, where
the best choices are made when the voting public is educated. No one would argue that they should have their records sealed. The role of a university professor is at least
as important as the role of a representative or senator.
The News believes promotion and tenure records
should be open to faculty and the public. People have a
right to know the quality of the professors they deal with.
Although some information is private, people lose some
of that right to privacy when they move into the public
spotlight Professors and instructors are in that spotlight
whether they want to be or not, because they are doing a
public service.
* It is best for everyone if the most qualified people are
chosen to carry out such a task.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays fn the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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Going through The BQ News
newsgroup on the Internet the
other day, I see that IVe set off
quite a controversy with my column concerning feminism.
Most of the posts were pro-life
vs. pro-choice. Someone even
asked me not to make abortion a
feminist Issue.
If you ask me. abortion Is one of
the most feminist issues there Is.
I believe that It Is a person's right
to do with their body whatever
they choose to do with It. I certainly don't believe that abortion
Is particularly right, and I
wouldn't advocate anyone getting
one If they had other viable alternatives. But, 1 do believe that they
have a right to choose.
Abortion is something that Is
done strictly with a woman's ments are different Is a matter of
body. If there were laws governing very simple but provable biologian exclusively male medical cal fact. Women have more lower
procedure, such as a vasectomy. I body strength, men have more
don't believe that men would like upper body strength. This has
It too much If women decided been proven time and time again.
whether or not they could get one. But these entrance tests are no
Someone also wrote a Letter to less stringent and demanding for
the Editor saying that women are the females than for their male
counterparts.
usually treated better than men.
The women In the military work
The writer's biggest argument
was that the requirements for en- Just as hard and put In Just as
tering the armed services were many hours as the men In the
different for men and women. The same career. They are obviously
writer claimed that If It weren't for Just as willing to fight for their
these differences, there would be country.
This person also made the
very few women In the military.
The reason why these require- claim that a certain feminist

ENNY
ROWN

Sharon Turco
feature editor

The free flow of information is vital to the effectiveness of a democratic society. However, the InterUniversity Council is lobbying to stop the free flow of Information in the area of faculty tenure and promotion records.
The Inter-University Council is a lobbying group of
state university presidents that wants restrictions on
public and faculty access to such records because its
members believe the open records allow for an invasion of
faculty privacy.
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leader said that marriage "constitutes slavery for women" and that
every woman needs to be "recognized as a lesbian In order to be a
feminist."
I am (obviously) a feminist, and
1 have never once trashed the Institution of marriage or family. I
am also no more of a lesbian than
our school colors are puce and
fuschla.
The ultimate goal of feminists
Is, generally, not to dominate, but
to equate. There are still many Injustices In society towards women. For example, on the national
average, a white woman makes
only seventy cents to every dollar
made by a man. Black, hlspanlc.
and other minority women make
even less. In most states. It Is still
legal for a husband to rape his
wife.
The whole point of my column
was to say that feminism needs to
stop being synonomous with
"lesbianism." The leaders who
declare themselves as such are In
the minority of all feminists.
Most feminists. If you speak
with them, do not feel superior to
everyone carrying an "x" and a "y"
chromosome. They simply wish
for an equality that does not exist
within this society.
Also, It seems as though the
whole controversy over Black History Month has been bunging in
piles of mall in the form of letters

to the editor.
I'm glad that our nation has set
aside some time to recognize the
Important contributions AfricanAmericans have made throughout history. But. It's Just beginning to look as though this is becoming a huge battlefield instead
of a time of unity, which is what It
was intended to be.
Some people are arguing that
the food served at the honorary
dinners was stereotypical. Others
say that this Is Just "excessive
whining."
1 thought that the goal of African-Americans, as well as other
minorities, was to come together
and stand up for their rights. If
the members of these groups
simply fight among themselves,
they can't get anywhere.
Finally, with all of the dust from
the USG elections settling, a note
to all of the winning candidates:
Please remember all of the promises you made during the campaigning days. I truly hope that
all of you will become more Involved with the student body and
make the campus community a
little less apathetic to the student
government.
Remember, your reason for Involvement with this organization
was to make a difference. Failure
to do so only causes Indifference.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Child abuse trial
raises questions
Much of the future of our society depends upon the treatment
of our children today. Reports of
abuse, whether It be emotional,
physical or sexual, are reported
dally. Children are taught. If not
at home then through the school
system, to report any untold advances toward them. They are
also taught to be honest and
truthful.
Yet, why Is It when a child
comes forward with statements of
alleged abuse they are once again
chastised by non-belief? Possibly
because some of these allegations
are so disgusting It Is difficult to
believe they are happening within
our community.
So. to the Investigators and
prosecutors who spend countless
hours attempting to see Justice
served, we thank you. To the victims and their families, we respect you for your courage and
strength ,ln dealing with a sometimes Imperfect legal system.
To the alleged abuser ... you
were able to slip through the
criminal Justice system this time.
Surely, without treatment and/or
incarceration, you will abuse
again. Is It possible the nightmare
you Inflicted upon our youngest
members of society will also
haunt you? You see. your victim
knows the truth ... and so do you.
Wendy Krebs
Bowling Green Resident

Unnoticed hostility
exists in country
In response to Amy K. Sharp,
who wrote In Monday's paper that
she Is "saddened" that Black History Month Is "turned Into a racial
background" by people like Edward Long who (In her view) evidently isn't reasonable enough to
Just sit back and accept this
magnificent offering by the federal holiday creators as proof of
America's cultural diversity.
I hope that Sharp studies her
American history and her current
events. If so, maybe she'll be able
to explain why In 1995 the Rutgers University President would
refer to non-white people as
"genetically Inferior," or why a
math professor at Central Michigan would Insult his non-white
students In the classroom, or why
rich Americana never object to Illegal aliens as long as these aliens

are either picking their vegetables
or cleaning their houses. Gee, all
that Is enough to make somebody
"negative and hostile."
1 read in Sharp's letter that she
wouldn't want to go somewhere
where she might encounter a
"hostile person." Perhaps there
was a time when Long was as
cheerful as Sharp Is, but that over
the years, he experienced a hostility of a sort that people like
Sharp tend not to notice.
Scott Shepard
Graduate Student
English

Ignorance cannot
refute historic facts
This letter Is In response to the
arguments offered by Ryan English. I join my fellow brothers and
sisters in being astonished by the
level of Ignorance and faulty logic
used In attempting to refute facts.
I agree with English in his
statement that wc all have freedom of speech, but the freedom of
speech was not the central point
of contention or concern. The
level of Ignorance and faulty logic
was.
The NAACP was not founded to
promote segregation, it was
founded to promote equal opportunity for black Americans.
Membership In the NAACP la not
limited by a person's race or ethnicity. The NAACP was founded
by a white female. Mary White
Ovtngton. in response to her horror and dismay over the treatment and living conditions of
black Americans.
English argues the entire country has Martin Luther King Day
off from work and no one received
Presidents Day off. He further as
setts that Abraham Lincoln is responsible for freeing the slaves.
There are states In the U.S that
still do not observe Martin Luther

King's birthday as an official holiday, whether or not people In a
particular state choose to observe
that day or his birthday Is a matter of choice.
As for Presidents Day, if you
wanted the day off from classes
then you should have taken It.
While the Unlverlslty may not
have chosen to observe Presidents Day as an official holiday,
other state agencies in Ohio did.
Abraham Lincoln and his
Emancipation Proclamation did
not free the slaves. Included
within the Emancipation was a
rejoinder that would allow Southern states to retain their slaves. If
the southern states would rejoin
the Union within a specified time
period. If the states chose not to
rejoin the Union in the allocated
time period, the slaves would be
set free. The southern states did
not rejoin the Union and subsequently the slaves were released.
The slaves were not released by a
presidential mandate, but by the
refusal of the southern states to
rejoin the Union.
English argues that activists,
such as Jesse Jackson, protest
for unqualified candidates to
fulfill positions of upper management In various spots, and
states that there Is a small technicality called qualification.
Once again he Is missing the
point The argument Is not for
unqualified people to fill positions, but for qualified individuals
to be given the opportunity to
compete equally for these positions and not be hindered by a
glass celling. The most qualified
person, regardless of race, should
get the Job. But when the most
qualified person Is continuously
overlooked for a position, due to
his or her race, then there Is a
problem.
Jamie D. Berry
Doctoral Student
Clinical Psychology

A new promise of
support from USG
We, the newly elected senators
who signed the new promise for
the University would like to thank
the undergraduate students who
supported us in last weeks Undergraduate Student Government elections. The new promise,
for those of you who haven't
heard, is our pledge to support
the following measures:
1. Reduced expenditures for
USG's annual retreat.
2. Increased communication
with our constituents.
3. Requiring a student referendum before we vote to support In Increase In student fees.
4. Amendments making it easier for students to propose initiatives, referenda, and recalls.
5. Improvements to USG's voter
registration program.
6. Reform of the room Inspection process for the residence
halls.
7. Fewer restrictions on access *
to common areas to residence
halls.
8. Extension of the campus
shuttle service to Include every
day of the week.
9. Expanded student access to
on -campus meeting rooms.
10. Improved access to campus
recycling.
11. Improved bicycle parking
facilities.
We hope that our fellow members of USG will follow their constituents lead and Join In our
effort to make USG more responsive to student needs, and more
fiscally responsible.
Finally, we will not seek reelection if we tall to propose and support any of the above provisions.
The New Promise Senators
Kerry Aullzla
Jennifer Georges
Michael Haynes
Karen Kuzman
Jason Soneruheln

Dan Vasquez
MarcleWahba
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THEY
SAID IT
"I believe there is now a real opportunity to secure a durable resolution to the
Arab-Israeli conflict."

ampus
brner

<§
Lively arts calendar
The Faculty Artist Series
continues today with a performance by the Peregrine*
Consort at 12:30 p.m. In Bryan
Recital Hall of the Moore Musical Arts Center. Hie consort
performs early music.
The Electric Guitars, directed by Chris Buzzedl. will give a
free concert today at 6 p.m. In
Bryan Recital Hall. "Glen or
Glenda?." which Is considered
one. of the worst films ever
made, will be shown today at
7:30 p.m.. and "Brlfe of the
Monster." a Bela Lugosl film
featuring Ed Wood at his best,
will be shown at 8:45 p.m. In
the Glsh Film Theater.
Hollywood Comedies of the
1930s continue at the Glsh
FUm Theater on March 17 with
the showing of "College Swing,"
a 1938 movie directed by Raoul
Walsh, at 7:30 p.m. The movie
features Bob Hope. George
Burns, Grade Allen. Martha
Raye, Edward Everett Horton,
Betty arable. Jackie Coogan,
Robert Cummlngs and John
Payne.

Hollywood Comedies of the
1940s continue with The
Three Stooges" at 7:30 p.m. on
March 18 In the Glsh Film
Theater. The zany kings of
madcap are featured In an
hour of hilarious shorts films:
"Disorder In the Court," "Malice in the Palace," "Sing a Song
of Six Pants" and "Brldeless
Groom."
The Ohio Music Teachers
Association will have its annual Buckeye Piano Competition In Bryan Recital Hall on
March 19. For more Information, contact Virginia Marks at
372-2907.
Hollywood Comedies of the
1930s continue at the Glsh
FUm Theater with the showing
of "Bringing Up Baby" at 7:30
p.m. on March 24. the 1938
film features Kathryn Hepburn
and Cary Grant.
A double feature will be presented In the Glsh Film
Theater as a part of the Hollywood Comedies of the 1940s
series on March 25. "A Lady
Takes a Chance," starring Jean
Arthur and John Wayne, wi II
be shown at 7:30 p.m. "The
Miracle of Morgan's Creek,"
starring Betty Hutton. will be
shown at 9 p.m.

BLARNEY
Continued from page one.
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Twenty-seven years ago today,
Dr. D.G. Miller of Toledo said the pill
should not. be made available to
University students at a discussion of
birth control and its moral and social
implications.
The discussion took place in the
main lounge of Anderson Hall.

Don't blame BUI
-he's rich
HONOLULU -- Microsoft chief
Bill Gates says he shouldn't be
blamed for efforts to shut the
window on the media during his
wedding.
Gates' wedding
Mellnda
French on New
Year's Day
1994 was held
on the Island of
Lanal, mostly
owned by the
Lanal Co., a
Dole Food Co.
subsidiary.
A reporter
from Seattle's
KIRO-TV later
sued Gates and Lanal for unspecified damges, saying he was arrested by Lanal security officers
while walking along a public road.
On Monday, Gates sued Dole and
two subsidiaries, seeking to have
himself freed of any liability If
Scott Rensberger wins.
Gates Is one of the world's
richest men. with a fortune estimated at more than $7 billion. He
Is co-founder and chief executive
of Microsoft Inc., the world's
largest software company. Its
products Include the popular
Windows.

Sky's the limit In
space

f
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COUNTRY 6 WESTERN DANCE CLUB
PRESENTS

COLLEGE ID. NITE
EVERY THURSDAY
18 & OVER WELCOME FREE WITH VALID COLLEGE ID.

LINE BANGING
BRINK 5PEGIAL
UVE ENTERTAINMENT
Take North 78 to Alexis Rd. Turn lea nn Alexls.Cor two mllca.
Located acroM from the Toledo Timde Center.

but Endeavour commander Stephen Oswald predicts such a virtual colony will be mundane In 10
years.
The number of people In orbit
Jumped to 13 in three spaceships
when Norman Thagard and two
cosmonauts were launched
aboard a Russian rocket toward
the Mir space station this week.
Mir already has three crew members, and the shuttle has seven.
"I think there's certainly some
symbolism there In the way that
the space programs of the world
are headed." Oswald said In a
apace-to-ground news conference
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Thagard's three-month stay
aboard Mir Is one of the first steps
by NASA and the Russians toward
building an international space
station, starting In late 1997 and
finishing early next century.
"Space is becoming a little bit
more of a home for humans, and
It's a good feeling." Endeavour as-
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tronaut John Grunsfeld said.
The astronauts are Into the
home stretch of a 15 -day stargazing voyage. Early today, they
pointed three shuttle telescopes
toward two distant galaxies, the
large and small Magellanic
Clouds.

JHBOWUNG GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

FESTIVAL SERIES 1994/95
Stuttgart Chamber Orchestra
Tuesday. "It Is exciting to have 13
humans on orbit at once, but I
don't think 10 years from now
we'll look back at this and find
that terribly out of the norm."
NASA couldn't Immediately say
whether It was a record number of
people In space, but It's the first
time that eight Americans are In
orbit at once.

With Conductor Dennis Russet Dovies

v-r*«frfcfl

Wean* soay, Ma re h
at 8 p.m.

M9,

1995

KoboaWHal
Moore Musical Arts Center
Tickets: S3 BGSU Student*
Presented by the College oi Musical Arts
fo order tickets, cofl 419/372-817\
or 800/5892224

Advertisement / Business Spotlight

The Canoe Shop Black Swamp
Outfitters offers back packing/
canoe equipment
By Jen Armstrong

Armadillo s

I960 W. Alexla , Toledo (*19)8G9-03O3

The Accu-

ACROSS
THE NATION

annual shenanigans Thursday Celtic name. Trotter's Tavern on
North Main Street will be serving
night.
"Basically, we're eotng green up a feast to all Sam-I-Wannabeer." Muggs owner Khaled said. Be's as they lock off their annual
"The Irish Club Is sponsoring ac- green eggs and ham extravagant
tivities, and we're going to at- at the stroke of midnight Friday.
tempt a Jlggs dinner."
In addition to the green eggs
Muggs will open Its doors at 11
a.m.. with Gaelic festivities be- and ham, patrons can also expect
SPACE CENTER. Houston - A
to find green Ice beer at Trotter's, human space population of 13
ginning at 5 p.m.
might seem extraordinary now.
And while 'Seuss'1 isn't exactly a as well as Irish music all day.

r

-President Bill Clinton

On This Date
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The Canoe Shop Black Swamp
Outfitters, the only outdoor recreation specialty store in Northwest Ohio, is located only 15
minutes from campus.
Owner Phil Anderson offers a
variety of outdoor recreation
equipment, including sleeping
bags, hiking boots, camp stoves,
cross country ski equipment, canoeing accessories and boats. The
shop specializes in light-weight
back packing and canoeing equipment.
"We carry the best white water
rafting kayaks and canoes available," Anderson said.
The Canoe Shop Black Swamp
Outfitters has been in operation
for more than 13 years. In just the
last couple of years, the store has
added the back packing and hiking lines.
The retail store employs over
eight people, including two University students.
Anderson teaches a wilderness
class at the University of Toledo.
His interest in outdoor recreation
began when he was in the Boy
Scouts. His personal enthusiasm
for canoeing and outdoor recreation led to the development of
the store.
The store offers a 10 percent
discount off all regular priced
items in the store to BGSU students. All students need to do is
present a valid student ID at the
time of purchase.
Anderson declared the month
of February as "cabin fever
month," and everything in the

Owner Phil Anderson offers University students a special discount for
their business.
store was discounted.
"A large number of Bowling
Green students visit the store. We
meet a lot people from all over
the country, because they attend
school at BGSU and shop in our
store," Anderson explained.
"Students help us out a lot by
telling us where good outdoor
recreation spots are all over the
United States," Anderson added.
One wall of the store is cov-

ered with pictures of outdoor recreation events from across the
country. Anderson invites his customers to bring in pictures of their
adventures to hand on the wall.
Located at 140 S. River Rd. in
Waterville, Ohio, TheCanoe Shop
Black Swamp Outfitters is open
from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m. Monday
through Friday and 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
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Suspension upheld
for accused stalker
•

'

Joe Boyle
The BG News

A University graduate student
accused of stalking cannot set
foot on campus for one year and
will appear In court on criminal
charges Friday.
Earlier this week, the University Appeals Board upheld the suspension of Steven Pankey, a mass
communication graduate student.
The appeals board met for seven hours and decided to uphold
the suspension Issued by Vicepresident (for Student Affairs
Edward] Whlpple." Cuff BouteDe,
the University Public Relations
director. "He may appeal that decision m the next four days to
' [President] Oiscamp."
At the time of press, Boutelle
said Pankey has not taken any
steps to appeal the decision.
Pankey makes his Initial court
appearance to face one count of
menacing this Friday.
University Police Corporal John
Shumaker said there have been

Sparky

more complaints filed against
Pankey.
"Since TV 13 |WTVG| showed
his picture we've had two more
complaints, which we've referred
to the dry prosecutor,'' Shumaker said. "And we expect two
more [complaints] by the end of
the week."
At least one of the reports
already filed said the victim
"wants to file charges."
All further charges will be filed
through the prosecutor's office.
Shumaker said
"If there are additional charges
well deal with them appropriately," said city prosecutor
MarkTbUes.
To be convicted of a charge of
stalking, Tolles said he must
prove there has been a pattern of
conduct, with at least two Incidents.
"It has to be proved that the vlctun believes the person will cause
physical or mental harm," TbUes
said.
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•Ohio's longest Happy Hour
5:30am - 9pm
"Breakfast served at 5:30am
for only $1 III
•92.5 FM LIVE from
9pm - 12am
•Irish beer specials at low
prices, great food and a
fantastic time!
• Register between now and
St. Patrick's Day to be in
the contest to win Spring
Break in the Bahamas for
two. Including round trip airfare.
• Contest starts at 9pm and
you must be present to
participate & win the
Spring Break trip!!
•Irish Beer specials at low
prices; great food and a
fantastic time!

Tm not tljrlag to make anything la |rT**""1**. I Juat want to make
lent organic ahapoa." whsslilgtiin said.

RTOEAU
Continued from page one.
educate students and bring
revenue to each department.
Rlbeau said he would want to
expand on what the president at
Polytechnic University does to
stay In contact with the students.
Polytechnic University President
Bob Fuzunkl has coffee hours
with student government leaders.
"I would like to extend that
beyond student government Into
student groups In general,"
Rlbeau said. "What we found to

be useful Is to actually write letters to students. It shocks them
to get a letter from the president
They want to' know what they've
done."
Rlbeau said filling all of the
roles of president makes It tough
to stay In contact with students,
but he said he would plan time.
Rlbeau said students can benefit
the Institution financially.
"Students are some of your best
fundraisers, if you're trying to go
to a donor to get them to support
the University." Rlbeau said, "you

take some bright articulate students and that's your best sales
person."
Rlbeau, who Is single, said he
would be comfortable In all of the
roles as president.
"I like them all," Rlbeau said. "I
find something desirable about all
of the roles."
' Receiving the Job would put
Rlbeau closer to his parents, who
live In Detroit. He said the
Trustees should select the best
candidate.
"The campus and the Trustees
should pick the best person for
the Job. Any of the six people. I'm
sure when you get this level,
could do the Job." Rlbeau said.
"We might do it in different ways.
The question is who best fits the

Institution and can assist the Institution in achervlng what It Is
trying to do."
During his free time Rlbeau enJoys raquetball, hiking, reading
and creative writing. He said he
carries a book with him all of the
time and reads when there is an
opportunity.
Rlbeau's work experience includes vice president and dean
positions at Polytechnic University and dean for Undergraduate
Studies and professor at California State University.
Rlbeau received his bachelor's
degree at Wayne State University
In Detroit. He received his
master's and doctorate at the
University of Illinois.

UNIVERSITY UNION
* Best Values on Campus

1SDAY

BOWL-N-GREEIVERY

Pasta ,▲.
Ml You
Day (an
i:.it.
$5.20
menu changes weekly.
Inch Complete salad bar, garlic
bread and unlimited beverage.

OPEN 4.30-7PM
V

•QR5EK CHAUlENgE

* All students meal plan cards
accepted

The fraternity or sorority
with the most registered
breakfast eaters/ drinkers wins
complementary Buffalo Herd
food pack ($50.00 value). All
group members must arrive
together to be counted.
Contest ends at 9am.

Have you Heard the News?
Two Brand New Buildings at

Campbell Hill
For Fall of 1995
•2 and 3 Bedrooms
•Washer/Dryer Hookups

Call353-BWWW
176E.Wooster

'Full Basements
. 'Mr conditioning

Greenbriar Inc.

WILD WINGS * WEC
i
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Lawyer learns how to win
National conference focuses on jury persuasion in criminal trials
Joe Boyle
The BG News
Wood County Prosecuting Attorney Alan Maybeny was among
75 prosecuting attorneys selected
by the National College of District
Attorneys to attend its national
conference In Santa Fe. N.M.
The conference, which took
place at the end of February, focused on the psychological dynamics of a criminal trial In the
media-saturated Jury pools prosecutors encounter. The attorneys
also discussed visual and oral
elements of persuasion.
The prosecutors were given a
, criminal case scenario to prepare
for as If It were an actual trial, and

people really respond to visual
things."

" We really learned some of the
different ways of visually presenting things to a Jury. With the
media influences, people really
respond to visual things."

"It is an honor being selected by
the college to attend this conference. The methods we learned are
Alan Maybeny vital to success In this day of
Wood County Court TV and saturation coverProsecuting Attorney age," Maybeny said. "Sharing
techniques with other prosecutors has been a fantastic
learning experience ... resulting
apply the week's lessons to the different ways of visually present- In better trial persuasion and
circumstances,
ing things to a Jury." Maybeny thus better service to our citi
"We really learned some of the said. "With the media Influences,

POLICE
IB lotter
■ On March 8. a North Main
Street resident told police a
neighbor's dog keeps defecating on his lawn. The man reportedly requested an extra
police patrol of the area to Identlfy the alleged defecator.
Police reportedly found paw
prints leading to the excrement In question.
■ An employee of a local car
wash told police someone
dumped 10 gallons of tomato
or pizza sauce through the
store's vacuum hoses on Friday. The employee reportedly
said there may be no damage
to the equipment aside from
the mess to clean up.
■ On Friday, an unknown
person reportedly stole a section of traffic counter hose
used by the city to count carsCity employees reportedly said
now they have to start counting all over again.
■ A resident of the Beta
Theta PI house told police he
was lighting his stove Friday
afternoon when a "fireball"
flew out and hit him In the eye.
The victim reportedly suffered
minor bums.
■ A youth told police she was
walking past Kenwood School
Friday afternoon when a manhole cover flipped up and hit
her In the knee.
■ A Falrvtew Street resident
told police she observed
several people get out of a car
and urinate on her lawn Saturday morning.
■ A Third Street resident reported a bank card had been
stolen from her apartment
Saturday morning. She reportedly found scuff marks and
mud on the floor, as well as a
half-eaten Twinkle In the
kitchen.
■ A guest at the Buckeye
Budget Motel told police he
heard furniture and bodies being thrown around in another
room Saturday morning.

Only Maybeny and the municipal prosecutor from Mentor were
selected from Ohio to attend the
conference.

■ A Champagne Avenue resident complained to police
that a four-year-old suspect
was running his hands over
her car.
■ An unknown man reportedly took a bicycle from a local
bicycle shop for a test drive
Saturday afternoon and never
came back.
■ A South Summit Street resident was cited for possession
of drug abuse paraphernalia,
possession of marijuana and
driving under the Influence
Saturday evening. According
to the police report, the man
asked police If he could take
his coat out of his car because
"he pissed himself and was
cold."
■ A Ridge Street resident
told police he observed several
people urinating In balloons
and throwing them at cars
Saturday evening.
■ A toilet was reportedly
ripped from a restroom wall on
the third floor of Chapman Hall
Saturday night.
■ A patron at Varsity Lanes
on South Main Street reportedly tried to hit a bartender with
his bowling ball bag Sunday
evening. The alleged attacker
reportedly missed and put a
dent In the Jukebox.
■ A former employee of a
local dry cleaning service has
allegedly been harassing a coworker who gave her a bad reference. The woman reportedly
rammed the victim's car, and
then drove along side It and
struck the victim through the
window.
■ A Manville Street resident
told police a group of "Krylons"
broke into her apartment
Tuesday morning and "whipped" her and a friend. The
woman reportedly told a police
officer the Krylons were In the
room with her even though she
could not see them.

Travel agencies
advise students
on spring break
Lee BUM
The BG News

" Most students want
to spend under $500
when they go on trips
for spring break, but
they usually end up
spending more."

Just because students are
broke doesn't mean they can't go
on a spring break trip ... next
year.
According to Darlene Green,
owner of Greenville Travel, the
cheapest possible airplane ticket
to Florida right now is $4O0.
"We stopped making reservations for students who want to go
to Panama City last week because
all of the hotels we deal with were
filled up." Green said. 'Trips are
much cheaper If you book early.
We had many people sign up
around October and November
and got round trip plane tickets to
Florida for around $1 SO."
Students often underestimate
how much to allow for their
spring break budgets, said Robin
Bechsteln. owner and manager of
Travel Unlimited Incorporated.
"Most students want to spend
under $500 when they go on trips
for spring break, but they usually
end up spending more." Bechsteln said.
Both Greenville Travel and
Travel Unlimited can book flights

Robin Bechsteln
Owner/manager
Traval Unlimited
for students on charters out of
Detroit, which Is cheaper.
Bechsteln said the most popular places for spring break this
year, other than Florida, are
Brownsville. Texas and Jamaica.
Green said although the most
popular trips planned by Greenville were to places In Florida such
as Panama City. Clearwater and
Tampa, there seemed to be an Increase In trips out of the country.
"A lot of students are going International this year, which Is a
surprise. We've gotten many
requests for Mexico, the Bahamas
and even Europe." Green said.

|-|oward's club|-|
352 ■ 9951

210 N Main

Thursday

Aids Benefit
I with RIB CROC HOUDINI

EBegg
•Pool

WALLY PLEASANT
THE SPRAGS
GONE DADDY FINCH
THE KIND

• Video Games

*Ping Pong
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Enjoy Good Living in Haven House Manor
ApartmentsI

7TTT1

Preferred Properties
Management Co.

Rental Office 530 S. Maple St. Phone: 352-9378
Office hours - Monday • Friday 9:00 am - 4:30 pm
closed 12:00 - 1:00
NOW LEASING FOR SUMMER AND FALL

Special Features:

• 900 ♦ sq. ft. per apartment
• 2 bedrooms -1 1/2 baths
• central Gas heating with Individual
apartment controls
• completely furnished
• L-shaped llvlng-dlnlng area
• insulated window glass
• sliding glass doors
• fast recovery Gas water heating
• twin beds In each bedroom
• built-in vanity In hallway
• Inen closet
• resident paid utilities
• 48 two bedroom apartments

wall-lo-w«ll carpeting
• sound conditioned Interior
• cable TV available
• kitchen comes equipped
with a Gas range,
refrigerator, food waste
disposal, stainless steel
sink
• extra large wak-in ctoseu
• carpeted halls and Inside
entrances
• Ample off street parking
• Gas-equipped laundry area
available In each apartment
building

Alt resident* receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
■eiifrwr. nrnfitlt ladur r—m earf ikowr/mrlUlim.)

ask about our other liitlnge
WyWWWWWVWWaWWVWWWVWfl

Police to release
runaway, prior
murder suspect
Aaron Gray
The BG News
A youth who police earlier
suspected murdered his twin
brother in Flint, Mich, will be
released from the Juvenile
Justice Center Into the custody of his parents.
Police arrested the Juvenile.
16. Tuesday afternoon for shoplifting. They then discovered
he and a friend had been missing from Flint since the murder of his twin brother last
Wednesday. The deceased twin
had been stabbed 13 times and
had 49 other wounds, according to Flint police.
At the press time, local police
have not yet located the other
young man. who was also originally suspected In the murder.
Both youths were reportedly
picked up on Route 6 early
Saturday morning by two residents of the Wesi Gypsy Lane
trailer park. The Juveniles had
reportedly been staying In the
trailer park since then.
The Juvenile in custody was
to be extradited to Michigan on
Wednesday. However. Flint
police told Juvenile Magistrate
Dennis Parrish Wednesday
afternoon the warrants for the
two suspects had been withdrawn and no police were coming.
"This whole thing has been
much ado about nothing," Parrish said. "rThe Flint pollcel
didn't even want to come down
and get him anymore."

Sgt Charles Mlddleton of the
Flint Police Department said
the two twins and a friend were
seen getting off a school bus
and entering a house together
last Wednesday.
The two were later seen leaving the house and one of the
twin brothers was found stabbed to death Inside. Flint police
reportedly suspected the murder resulted from an argument
over a girl.
"I'd say the chance well get a
warrant for I the youth's] arrest
is about 90 percent." Middleton said Wednesday morning.
"We have some blood evidence
we found at the murder
scene."
Police found bloody clothing
Inside the house and a trail of
blood outside of the house,
both of which they reportedly
believe belong to the murderer.
The Juvenile in custody reportedly had a three-Inch cut on
his right hand.
No one from the Flint Police
Department was available to
comment on why the warrants
were withdrawn at the last
minute.
The young man was arrested
by police for shoplifting in
Foodtown. 1080 South Main
St. after being detained by
employees. He allegedly attempted to steal a carton of
cigarettes, two candy bars and
two tubes of glue.
Parrish said the Juvenile
Justice Center will now treat
the youth as a runaway.
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Musketeers Stackhouse propels 'Heels
find trouble Carolina forward leads cast of Ail-Americans in NCAA's
The Associated Press

sault. Rose was charged with
resisting arrest and disorderly
conduct. Both players,
through a lawyer, filed written
pleas of Innocent to the charges Tuesday In Hamilton
County Municipal Court.

The Associated Press
CINCINNATI -- Xavler University won't say whether Pete
Sears and DeWaun Rose, two
players In trouble with the law.
will play In the school's NCAA
tournament opener Friday
night against Georgetown.
Xavler coach Skip Prosser
planned to bring Sears and
Rose along when the Musketeers left Wednesday for Tallahassee. Fla.. site of Friday's
game. But neither Prosser nor
Xavler athletic director Jeff
Fogelson would say whether
Sears and Rose will be permitted to play Friday.
Keeping them on the sidelines would gtve Xavler only
eight scholarship players to
face Georgetown.
Police arrested Sears. 21. a
senior forward-guard from
Cleveland, and Rose. 22, a
senior forward from Chicago,
after a fight at a Cincinnati bar
early Thursday.
Sears was charged with as-

The B-foot-4 Sears punched
an employee of the Cooler's bar
In the face after a fight Inside
the bar, police said. Rose tried
to fight bouncers at the bar,
police said.
It then took three police officers to subdue and arrest the
6-foot-8 Rose, police said.
Fogelson said last week that
the players will face discipline
by the university. In addition
to whatever punishment the
court system might gtve them.
In separate Incidents this
season, Xavler players Tyson
Brit and Larry Sykes were each
ordered not to dress for a game
after they were charged with
driving under the Influence of
alcohol.
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ONLY

FAST FREE DELIVERY

mvAPA

■

EXP 3/31/951

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Limited number of One & Two Bedroom
apartments at three great locations available with:
Ceiling Fans
- Free Private Campus Shuttle
Two (2) Pools
- Furnished or Unfurnished
■ Air Conditioning
- 24 Hour Maintenance
On Site Laundry Facilities
Gas Heat, Cooking, Water, Sewer, Trash Pickup Included

Office Located at: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135

Ed O'Bannon of UCLA. Shawn
Respert of Michigan State and
Damon Stoudamlre of Arizona led
The Associated Press' All-America
first team Tuesday. They were
Joined by sophomores Joe Smith
of Maryland and Jerry Stackhouse of North Carolina.
None of last season's first-team
selections returned to school.
Grant HUl of Duke was a senior
and underclassmen Glenn Robinson of Purdue. Jason Kldd of
California, Donyel] Marshall of
Connecticut and Clifford Razler of
Louisville applied for early entry
to the NBA draft.
Despite the success of the programs represented on the first
team, It had been awhile since
those schools had an All
American.
Arizona was the most recent to
have one with Sean Elliott making It In 1988 and 1989. J.R Held
was North Carolina's last firstteamer In 1988. Maryland's last
was two years earlier, the late Len
Bias.
Both UCLA and Michigan State
went 16 years without an All
American. David Greenwood of
UCLA and Magic Johnson of
Michigan State were on the first
team In 1979.
Smith, a 6-fodt-10 center, was
the leading vote-getter this year,
being named on all but four firstteam ballots from the 66-member
national panel that selects the
weekly poll. He finished with 313
points In the 5-3-1 voting, two
more than O'Bannon.
The ACC player of the year.
Smith averaged 20.8 points, 10.4
rebounds and shot 58 percent
from the field as the Terrapins finished in a four-way tie for first
place In the conference and
earned a third seed In the NCAA
tournament.
O'Bannon. the Pac-10*s coplayer of the year with Stoudamlre, averaged 20.7 points and
8.2 rebounds for the league
champion Bruins, the No. 1 team
In the final regular-season poll
and a No. 1 seed In the tournament The 6-8 forward, named on
60 first-team ballots, shot 54 percent from the field, Including 47
percent from 3-potnt range. He
matched Reggie Miller's school
mark with seven 3-polnters In a
game.
In my opinion, throughout the
season, game In and game out,
Ed O'Bannon has been the most
consistent player In the nation,"
UCLA coach Jim Harrlck said.
"Our senior leadership has been
the most Important factor In our
success this year, and Ed has
been at the forefront of that
leadership all season."
Respert the Big Ten player of
the year, received 58 first-team

votes and 309 points. He Is on
pace to become the first Michigan
State player to average better
than 20 points per game for three
straight seasons since Mike Robinson from 1972-74.
The 6-3 guard averaged 25.5
points as the Spartans finished
second In the Big Ten and earned
a No. 3 seed in the tournament.
He shot the same from 3-polnt
range (48 percent) as he did overall from the field.
"Shawn has had an outstanding year and Is well deserving of
the honor." said Spartans coach
Jud Heathcote. who Is rearing
after the season. "I rate him as
the finest shooting guard In college basketball."
Stoudamlre. cleared Tuesday to
play for the fifth-seeded Wildcats
In the tournament after allegations of NCAA violations kept him
out of the regular-season finale,
led the Pac-10 In scoring (23.0)
and assists (7.4). The 5-10 1/2

point guard dramatically Improved his shooting over his first
three seasons, making 48 percent
from the field and 46 percent from
3-polnt range.
The first player In Arizona history to score more than 40 points
in a game twice. Stoudamlre was
named on 31 first-team ballots
and received 241 points.
Stackhouse, a 6-6 forward,
averaged 19.4 points and 8.3 rebounds for the Tar Heels, who
held the No. 1 spot longer than
any other team this season and
finished m the four-way tie for the
ACC title. He was In the top eight
in four major statistical categories in the ACC as North Carolina
earned a No. 2 seed In the NCAA
tournament He was on 35 firstteam ballots and had 235 points.
"Jerry has gotten better and
better throughout the season,"
North Carolina coach Dean Smith
said. "Because of the early season
loss of Pat Sullivan. Jerry has

really had to play out of position
all year. At 6-6 he's been our
power forward instead of playing
his natural small forward spot.
That's generally meant he's been
matched against a bigger opponent on both ends of the court
However, he has responded well
to that challenge."
Randolph Chlldress of Wake
Forest, the MVP of the ACC tournament with a record-setting 107
points In three games, was five
points behind Stackhouse In the
voting and was Joined on the second team by Corliss Williamson of
Arkansas. Kerry Kittles of Vlllanova. Rasheed Wallace of North
Carolina and Lou Roe of Massachusetts.
The third team was Bryant
Reeves of Oklahoma State. Tim
Duncan of Wake Forest. Ray Allen of Connecticut Kurt Thomas
of Texas Christian and Lawrence
Moten of Syracuse.
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DELTA ZETA
CONGRATULATES THE NEW 1995 OFFICERS..
EXECUTIVE BOARD
Anna McVicker
PRESIDENT
V.P. MEMBERSHIP
Vanessa Samples
V.P. NEW MEMBER ED.
Stacy Marteney
CORRESPONDING SECRT'Y Corri Reamer
RECORDING SECRETARY
Stephanie Kuzmick
TREASURER
Heather Jeffries
ACADEMICS
Ruth Ann Black

Jenn Adkins

SENIOR PANHEL
JUNIOR PANHEL

Jen Kayackas

SOCIAL

Melissa Skusa

JodiMarizek

WAYS-N-MEANS

Nikki Golebiewski

ASSIST. SOCIAL

Chris Leech

INTRA MURALS

An gie Johnson

CHAPLAIN

Oeveil Scherer

COMMUNITY SERVICE

AmieStruble

ASSIST. RUSH

Laura Ellis

PUBLIC RELATIONS
SORORITY EDUCATION

Clevell Scherer

HISTORIAN

Candy Bonnett

ShawntelHall

ALUMNAE

Danielle Davis

RISK MANAGEMENT

JodiMarizek

GUARDS

Kristen Papen brock

HOUSE MANAGER

Cathy Bressert

.ASSIST. NEW MEMBER ED

Jen Pan si

You're in Luck
There are still apartments available:

COUNCIL OFFICERS
Laura Campbell
JUDICIAL BOARD
DaynaHloaka
STANDARDS

PHILANTHROPY

North Carolina forward Jury ataokbooM dnaka a#«lut Ctonuoa In tb« ACC tonnument.

^

• Field Manor Apartments -1 left ^5§N
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 3 left ^y$
• 334 N Main - 2 left
• Buff Apartments - Call
Call or stop in for a complete listing of available apartments & houses

Heather He imenz
ACTIVITIES

Kriftea Nusshaumer

224E.Wooster GTBBnbTlBt IflC.

352-0717
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Sapp cocaine-free Bulls teammates long
to
fly
with
Air
Jordan
says agent, league
MlkeNadel
The Associated Press

Dave Goldberg
The Associated Press
PHOENK -- Warren Sapp
and his agent deny he tested
positive for cocaine.
The NFL, which rarely comments about drug policy matters, has broken Its customary
silence and agrees that the
University of Miami AliAmertcan Is cocaine-free.
Not one of the dozens of
owners, general managers,
coaches or personnel directors
at the NFL meetings this week
knows anything about a positive cocaine test. The NFL
Flayers Association confirmed
that It had seen the test and
also denied It.
And coaches and GMs agree
that Sapp should stil 1 go in the
top five, even though he did test
positive for marijuana, according to numerous league sources.
Yet The New York Times.
which reported on Tuesday that
Sapp had also tested positive
for cocaine, reported again today that four different officials
on four different teams had
seen reports of positive testing.
That came after the league
went to great lengths to deny
the report and also denied that
James Stewart, a Miami running back another potential
first-round pick had tested positive for marijuana.
The facts are the facts. The
Information on Sapp was Incorrect." said Joe Browne, the
NFL's chief spokesman, whose
normal line on drug questions
Is "no comment."
Sapp's agent, meanwhile,
vehemently denied the reports
of cocaine use.
The report on cocaine Is totally, totally false," Drew Rosenhaussald.
•
"I have demanded a retraction from The New York Times."
he told the Miami Herald. "And

MM «n tfSpHMM of eowe are absolutely at this time
considering legal action against
the Times."
Times sports editor Nell Amdur on Tuesday had no comment on the matter.
Curtis Polk, Stewart's agent
also was unhappy.
"It's a terrible thing," he said.
"His family Is very upset. People
are always going look at him
and not be sure that he didn't
use drugs."
The Herald quoted Polk as
saying In a statement "It Is unfortunate that The New York
Times would release this story
without confirming Its contents
with the league office."
And the Herald quotes Stewart as saying In a statement,
"My number-one concern is not
how this false report will affect
my draft status, as how much It
will affect my reputation, my
parents and the people of Vero
Beach and Miami."
Sapp's draft stock didn't
seem to fall.
"I'll vouch for him." said
Dennis Erlrkson. who coached
Sapp at Miami and now coach

es the Seattle Seahawks. who
will pick eighth. "He's an excellent person and If he comes
down to us, I'd be glad to have
him."
Washington coach Norv
Turner, who drafts fourth, said
Enckson is doing a little wishful thinking.
"Dennis Is Just saying that
because he thinks the drug test
will effect some people and
Sapp will get to Seattle," Brickson said. 'That won't happen."
And several personnel people
cited a number that had nothing to do with drugs 4.74 which
is how fast Sapp ran 40 yards in
a workout last week. That's extremely fast for a defensive
lineman.
Still, there were Indications
that the drug test did affect
some people, Just as they have
in the past.
As recently as last year, drug
rumors nothing more pushed
running back Charlie Gamer
from the first round to the second, when Philadelphia took
him.

CHICAGO - On Sept. 29. 1993,
free agents Steve Kerr and Bill
Wennlngton signed with the Chicago Bulb. They were thrilled to
be with a team bidding for a
fourth consecutive NBA u tie
They were especially thrilled to
be' teammates of the greatest
player In basketball.
The next week, Michael Jordan
retired," Kerr says. "It was a
bummer."
"I wanted to play with Michael."
Wennlngton says. "But, as It
turns out Michael didn't want to
play with me nearly as badly."
"It's hard, but I'm trying to not
even think about Michael." says
Tool Kukoc. who signed with Chicago about two months before
Kerr and Wennlngton did. "I
looked forward to It too much the
first time."
Jordan, who announced last
week his one-year baseball experiment was finished. Is now
contemplating a return to the
Bulls. Jordan's agent, David Falk.
didn't respond Tuesday to telephone messages.
So, for the moment, Bulls
owner Jerry Relnsdorf. general
manager Jerry Krause and coach
Phil Jackson are left waiting. As
are Kerr. Wennlngton and Kukoc.
"One of the main reasons I
came here was to play with Michael," said Kerr, a spot-up
shooter who would benefit greatly
from Jordan's ability to slash to
the basket and then find the open
man. "You watch him at practice,
even after he hasn't played for
almost two years, and you appreciate him all the more."
Jordan has practiced with the
Bulls three times In the last week.
The Bulls' next full practice Is
Thursday and Jordan Is expected
to participate.
Jackson has said that Jordan
looks good, even if his outside
shot Is a little rusty.
"Rusty compared to what?"
Wennlngton said. "It obviously

wasn't the Michael that Michael
wants to be, but he's still pretty
good."
It was Krause's dream that Kukoc, Europe's best player before
signing with the Bulls, would play
alongside Jordan and Scot lie Pippen three dlfflcult-to-defend
players who can score Inside and
outside and make sensational
passes If covered.
After he reared. Jordan talked
about his farewell speech to his
teammates and said he was
touched by the reaction of Kukoc.
with whom he never had played.
Jordan said Kukoc was crying.
"I really don't like to talk about
It" Kukoc said.
Unlike Kukoc. who only played
briefly against Jordan In the 1992
Olympics. Kerr has had many experiences on the court with Jordan. Most of those came during
Kerr's 3 1/2 seasons with Cleve-

land . a team Jordan regularly
tormented.
"I remember his 69-point night
against us" In 1990. Kerr said. "I
remember It in Increments of lO.
Like. Oh my God. he's Rot 30 at
the half.' And, 'Oh, my God. he's
got 40.' And. Oh my God. he's
gonna get 70.' What I remember
most was him getting most of his
points not with dunks but with
Jump shots. He was Just automatic."
Kerr also remembers a game
late in the 1991-92 season In
which he had to guard Jordan because Cralg Ehlo the Cavalier
who usually got stuck with the
assignment was Injured.
"I scored the first basket of the
game. He couldn't stop me for
that first 20 seconds, he was Just
trying to contain me." Kerr said,
laughing.

UAO PRESENTS:
The Lenhart Classic Film Series.
The films are FREE and are shown in THE
GISH FILM THEATER in Hanna Hall.
Showing this Thursday, March 16 an:

€D WOOD
Glen or Glendfl ?
at 7:30

TUPLE FEATURE:

Bride pf the Monster
at 8:45
and

Plan 9 From Outer Space
at 10:00 p.m.

ui n

LV

•* For more information, please call 2-7164 or 2-2343
Advertisement / Business Spotlight
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Blue Ribbon Photo:
focusing on what their
customers need

Cheers and Winslow art regular fixtures at the Bowling Green Blue Ribbon Photo store.
By Ann Kinder

HOW TO SPEND SPRING BREAK
WITH THE ONE YOU WANT TO BE WITH
It's easy. Go Greyhound. The prices
are low, and we go to over 2,500
destinations around the country. So
wherever that special someone la, we
can help you get there. And when
you leave the driving to ua, you're
free to study all the way there and

a

all the way back. Meet new people
along the way. Or just tit back and
relax, take in the scenery or take a
nap. Call today for low fares and
convenient schedules. So you can be
with the one you want to be with.
Call 1-800-231-2222.

Go Greyhound
and leave the driving to us.

tllfcyin*u—,«*Owwii«'Wim»*>

You name it, they have it, when
it comes to photography equipment and supplies. Not to mention one hour photo processing,
copywork, enlargements, equipment rental, and advice. Sound
to good to be true? If s not. It's
Blue Ribbon Photo with a convenient downtown Bowling Green
location.
Operating locally since 1987,
Blue Ribbon Photo has been satisfying local customers for more
than eight years. They currently
employ nine people, three of
which are students.
Though Blue Ribbon has three
stores in Toledo, operations man-

ager Steve Wronkowicz likes the
Bowling Green location best.
"We almost moved inat Woodland Mall, but I thought that being
way out there might be inconvenient for the students,"
Wronkowicz said. "We try to
make life as easy as possible for
them. I carry what the instructors
suggest."
Wronkowicz understands that
students are a very important part
of this town. They are important
customers and good workers.
Wronkowicz believes that students don't always get a fair shake.
"Some businesses treat town ies
better than students," he said.
"There shouldn't be a separate set

of rules. That really irritates me."
Wronkowicz treats students
fairly and with respect and insists
that his employees do the same.
He believes that his business
stands out above the rest.
"Thedifference between us and
other photo processing places is
that we know what we are doing," Wronkowicz said. "All of
my employees are knowledgeable. I only hire people that understand the whole photography
process."
Blue Ribbon, located at 157
North Main Street is open 9 a.m. ;
to 8 p.m. Monday through Friday;
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. Saturdays; and
noon to 5 p.m. Sundays.
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NLRB and owners tangle
Ronald Blum
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Just 18 days
before the start of the season,
owners have another unfair labor
practice charge hanging over
them while both sides In the
baseball strike wonder when
talks will resume.
"The simple answer to why we
don't have an agreement Is that
the owners haven't bargained 1n

good faith," union head Donald
Fehr said Tuesday after the
National Labor Relations Board
said it will issue an unfair labor
practice complaint against the
teams.
The NLRB accused owners of Illegally eliminating salary arbitration and the antlcolluslon provisions of the expired collective
bargaining agreement
Fred Felnsteln, the agency's
general counsel, said he will de-

,/J. Ull AasHsMIS
National labor ralatlona board general eonnael Fred Feiaataln talka to
reporters during a news conference on Tuesday.

clde within two weeks whether to
ask the agency's five-member
board for permission to seek a
preliminary Injunction in federal
court to restore those rules. If a
Judge issues an Injunction,
players say they would end the
seven-month strike, the longest
work stoppage In the history of
U.S. professional sports.
Owners, not wanting to play
another season under the old
system, may lock out the players
if the union ends the strike without an agreement.
This Is another manifestation
of the fact the only rational and
practical way to end this dispute
is at the table." said acting commissioner Bud Sellg, who claimed
the decision was a victory for the
owners because the NLRB chose
not to pursue two of the union's
other accusations.
Felnsteln Is expected to seek an
Injunction, and two sources
speaking on the condition they
not be identified said he Intends
to ask the NLRB board for the in 11 id i on on Thursday or Friday.
It would take the board a week
or two to give permission, and
probably another week for a Judge
to hold a hearing and Issue a decision, leaving little chance for a
solution before the scheduled
start of the season on April 2.
Owners still Intend to start the
season with replacement players.
"Obviously, we're pleased with
the result," Fehr said. "Obviously,
it's the right thing to do. Obviously, we'd like to be back at the
table and bargain this out"
Players and owners had been
scheduled to resume talks Tuesday at Lake Buena Vista, Ha, but
owners called off the session
Monday after Felnsteln summoned lawyers from both sides to
Washington.
Fehr said the union was ready
to resume talks Immediately.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)
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Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

C L I P
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| Good ai 110,126.3Smm, and 4K film
Ml proem).
| Cet $3 off on 36 exp, $2 off on 24 tip.
This coupon must accooosny onkr.
| (irtaUdtafthanyothnoffcrJ
One roll per coupon.
| VsMOa AI I. Us 1 Mr. IVscinsul
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SAVE

BBTEA S3T 07 PKCMITS
$1.00

I 416 BIG SHOT COLOR
.
PRINTS

Vilidonsll In-Lib I llr.Processiruj. Get the h?«.t9M$8.t»36Jll.M
EXP.
■ ssconri SM of color prints lor II when I he tot EXP.
KtU developed ind printed it Blue Ribbon Isstusfarissilsbke process!nrlu'me.
rooms '
Coodon35simC -41 Mam
. Photo Store. Good on 110,126,35mm and
I d.k61m(c-41 proem). Coupon not vilidW Iprintionty. CCOUPON MUST
other special offcri. Coupon Bust be presented 'ACCOMPANY ORDER. This coupon not
Iflibmmii7vvKi«s
-lid with in, other oner. 1i roil per
|
«tisn Hun ii left lor proces»in|.
cooeon4l«srintn«i-ikbleinlha.r
One roll per coupon.
BC itore only. Seme Dey Service.
j_
COVON EXPIRES vnitt
QPIIES MT*
1

= n| BSTLBA SUIT
07 IPiEIIHTS .
$1.00

COLOR REPRINT SPECIAL

>
IS C EACH l* TO 4» C VALim
VitidoniUln-LsblHr.ProcminJ. Cel i SAVE WEXL MAKE BEAUTIFUL
' COLOR REPRINTS FROM
I IhencondMtofcolorprinSiforSlwrisn I
the bst art is developed sad prinud st . SAVE TOUR NE CAT WES MINIMUM
I BrutRibosnPlaoStore. Coodon 110,
' 126.35mm snd disk Sim Ml proem).
ITS.
■ Coupon naysMWotheripstislonVis. nCATNHOftV. COUrOSI HUJT PXWTWCJ
I Coupon must be presented when Glxe is .uxanmHomuu MiaM
, left for procsmn*. One roll per coupon. |«ttt>*smreeW.
0M.T
]_ _C00MHt^s«MMf_ _C0W*JEr1W»2*i6_. _2-

'MVEsStrass
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on 110, 126 35mm, «nd disc
it *§ "off onlJeV, S2 of (on 24
■ sup. This coupon must
IscoooDtiMprear.
WvsWv*th arty other oflerj
I One roll per coupon.
'VeU/OaWIaXs.lHr.
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Vtf/H
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Your Assurance of Quality

EBLUE RIBBON PHOTOS
157 N. Main, B.G.

BRADENTON, Fla. - Pittsburgh Pirates manager Jim
Leyland Is dismissing speculation that he could become a
candidate to manage the expansion Tampa Bay Devil
Rays.
"It's nice that people think of
you, but 1 already have a Job."
he said. "As IVe said time and
again. I'm very happy in Pittsburgh and would like to finish
my career with the Pirates."
Leyland's contract with the
Pirates runs through the 1996
season. He'd like to receive a
contract extension through
the 1999 season and retire at
the age of 55.
While he's not Interested In
the Job. Leyland Is happy to
recommend a manager to Tampa Bay majority owner Vlnce
Nalmoll. He believes Pirates

hitting Instructor Milt May Is
the right man to get the Devil
Rays off the ground In 1998.
"I think MUt would be the
perfect fit for Tampa Bay," Leyland said. "He's from the area,
he has a great baseball mind
and he's very patient. He
would be Ideal for a team that
Is building from the ground
up."
May grew up In St. Petersburg, where the Devil Rays'
ThunderDome home Is located, and lives 27 miles away
In Hr.iilc-nlon.
"I think every coach Is Interested In the possibility of
managing some day," May
said. The Tampa Bay Job
would obviously be one that
would Interest me a lot, but I'm
sure It will interest a lot of
other guys, too." '

Tne Aeeoelsie* Feeee/Hea* l—lfcso
Striking Montreal Expos catcher Tim Spehr takes batting practice.

With his replacements losing
dairy. New York Mets manager
Dallas Green had a long time to
practice his first victory speech of
the spring.
"Quite a Juggernaut." Green
said Tuesday after the Mets beat
the Kansas City Royals 1-0 before
a crowd of 743 at 11 vines City, Fla.
The Mets did virtually nothing
to earn the victory, winning on an
unearned run In the ninth Inning
after getting J ns t three hits.
'We finally win a game and our
team average falls." said Green,
whose team Is batting .182.
"Somebody asked me If we were
excited to finally win. I think the
players were. It hasn't been a lot
of fun coming to the park or going
Into our clubhouse."

The lone run came when Jay
Davis struck out but was safe
when catcher Pat Bailey could not
hold the ball. Tracy Sanders and
Todd Whltehurst followed with
singles to drive In Davis, and the
Mets raised their record to 1 -9.
"We don't hit very well." Green
said. 'We don't have any power to
speak of. We don't run. Defensively, we make errors. We don't
play well fundamentally and we
don't pitch too good."
Pittsburgh Pirates manager Jim
Leyland says he knows Just who
should manage the expansion
Tampa Bay Devil Rays. And Its
not Leyland.
"It's nice that people think of
you, but I already have a Job." he
said. "As IVe said time and again,
Tm veiy happy In Pittsburgh and
would like to finish my career
with the Pirates."
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The Associated Press

New York develops into
' 'juggernaut" in training
The Associated Press

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

ii

Management lawyer Chuck OConnor wasn't sure when his side
will be ready but said he hoped It
would be before this weekend.
"Some of the people who are Involved in the negotiations become
necessary witnesses and participants in the litigation." O'Connor
said.
The complaint was the second
filed by the NLRB. which on Dec.
14 accused owners of Illegally falling to make a $7.8 million payment to the union's benefl's plan
last Aug. 1. The agency was prepared to Issue another complaint
against owners last month, accusing them of Illegally Imposing
their salary cap on Dec. 23.
Owners avoided that by agreeing Feb. 3 to rescind the cap. But
two days later, OConnor said
teams were eliminating salary arbitration, the anucolluslon provisions and individual bargaining
between teams and players. The
labor law says many provisions of
expired contracts can't be
changed until the sides reach a
legal Impasse.
The NLRB. which will Issue the
formal complaint today, upheld
the owners' decision to revoke Individual bargaining. But by Issuing a complaint over the two other
charges, the only practical effect
Is that the agency will allow management's Player Relations Committee to conduct contract talks
with players on behalf of teams.
Salary arbitration would have
to take place If the agency obtains
an injunction, and teams would
be subject to collusion damages If
the PRC negotiates with free
agents. Arbitrators found owners
guilty of conspiring against free
agents following the 1985. 1986
and 1987 seasons, leading to a
$280 million settlement with the
union.

Leyland to stay
with Pittsburgh

=

Leyland believes Pirates hitting
instructor Milt May Is the right
man for the Tampa Bayjob.
"1 think Milt would be the perfect fit." he said. "He's from the
area, he has a great baseball
mind and he's very patient He
would be Ideal for a team that Is
building from the ground up."
A nine-day boat ride to freedom
could land Cuban-born Osvaldo
Fernandez m the major leagues,
either as a replacement player or
a legitimate prospect.
In camp with the Seattle Mariners, Fernandez earned his first
decision of the spring Tuesday,
getting the victory In a 6-5 win
over the California Angels. The
25-year-old left-hander has yet to
allow a run In three appearances
this spring.
Fernandez was granted political
asylum In the United States after
sailing from Curacao In November
1993.
The San Diego Padres turned a
triple play in the fourth Inning
Tuesday on their way to a 3-1 victory over the Oakland Athletics.
With runners on first and second, shortstop Matt Howard
See NEW YORK, page ten.
$600 A WEEK POTENTIAL
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Summer is the busy season in the
moving industry and we need your
help to handle the load. North
American Van Lines Is now accepting applications from college students
and staff (or its Summer Fleet
Driver Program.
TRAINING
- Free
MOTEL/MEALS WHILE IN
TRAINING
- Free
POTENTIAL EARNINGS (AVERAGE)
S600 A WEEK
We will teach you how to safely
operate a semi-tractor trailer and how
to load/unload household goods
cargo. We pay (or your motel and
meals while in training. Once you
receive your Commercial Driver's
License, you have the potential o(
earning an approximate average of
$600 a week.
To qualify, you must be at least 21
years old, meet North American Van
Lines qualifications, and be available
for training the end of April or early
May. We promise you an adventure
you'll never forget!
,
Call 1-8O0-34B-2147, Dept. U-70.
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PUT THE RIGHT WORDS IN CALVERT'S MOUTH
AND 1-800-COLLECT WILL SEND
YOU TO THE BILLBOARD MUSIC AWARDS.

just fill in
the bubble
above with

the most

important
reason to
always dial
1-800-COLLECT
when calling collect.
If your quote is chosen,
you'll be the lucky Grand
prize winner of a 3-day, 2-night
trip for two to attend the Billboard
Music Awards (broadcast by
FOX). Twenty first-place winners
will receive a 1-800-COLLECT
Cool Collection" of prizes that
includes a 1-800-COLLECT watch,
boxer shorts and much more!

1800 COLLECT
Save The People You CaH Up To 44%.
To enter, complete the bubble above and the information below. Mall the entire page, to be received by

5/1/95, to:

"1-800-COLLECT
P.O. Box 4838

Blair, Nebraska 68009
(Please print)

Name
Address.
City
Phone #(
Open to U.S. residents 18 or older. Void where prohibited. Entries must be received by 5/1/95. Limit one
entry per envelope. Grand Prize of trip tor 2 includes airfare, hotel and night on the town, with dinner
and nightspot entertainment. For contest rules, by which entrants are bound, send a sett-addressed,
stamped envelope to: 1-800-COLLECT, P.O. Box 4880, Blair, NE, 68009. WA residents need not affix
postage to return envelope.

1995 BILLBOARD MUSIC AWARDS ON FOX
For long-distance calls. Saving, based on a 3-mlnuts ATAT operator-dialed interstate cell.

Sports

•■j
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NEW YORK
Continued from page eight.
short-hopped a soft tooper from
Doug Sounders, tagged lead runner Terance Fraaer on second,
stepped on the bag to force Jim
Waggoner then threw to first
baseman Larry See to complete

the triple play.
"Anybody could have made that
play. It was kind of tailor made."
said Howard, who signed with the
I>adres as a minor-league free
agent after six years In the Dod-

gers' organization. He hasn't
agreed to become a replacement
during the regular season.
Dodgers minor league shortstop Mike Metcalfe was soil sore
Tuesday, a little more than a day

after narrowly escaping serious
Injury In a car accident.
His Jeep rolled five or six times
after he swerved to avoid slamming head-on Into another vehicle Sunday night about 40 miles

ative. He was expected to rest for
two or three more days.
The only thing that saved my
life was wearing that seat bell."
said Metcalfe. who played for the
University of Miami.

north of the Dodgers' training
base.
Metcalfe sustained a bruised
left shoulder and lacerations on
his right hand and left ear. X-rays
of his bruised shoulder were neg-

Classifieds
Wit do typing
$1.25/page
Cal VTckl 352-3356

CAMPUS EVENTS
■Alter* on EducaJton MotorsBowing Green Student Education
Association b sponsoring a Spring
Msnlconference. There w* be a
Make 11 lakeJ I for K -6 and a
violence ft DfcdpHne Workshop lor
7-12. Everyone Welcome! Registration
forms avosObte at 410 Education Bdg.

.

Don't forget) PRSSA meeting on Thurs..
March 16 In Rm. 117 BA at 7pm. Guest
Speaker Denny Bender. Exec V P of
Campbell > Co.
Everyone loved her when she opened for
Rita Rudner on Parent's Weekend.
REMEMBER
IMMM 1AILEY rtuTCHNSON
•the voice of Halmark. McDonald's,
and many more*
IN CONCERT
TUBOAY. M ARCH M. »PM, KOSACKB MALL
HOOTS AVIALAILE NOW M THE UAO OfRCfOt
KOMOXa tOX Of RCE
OM.YtS.O0t
Don't mas this encore performance!
Call 2-7164 or2-2343 for info.
Fafcon Radto WFAL AM 680
and the
Irish Club present
St. Patrick's Day
Happy Hours at M.T. Muggsl
Today March 16 from 5 to 10

PERSONALS
• PI Phi *UL Amy* PI Phi*
Some clues were lies and
some clues were true.
Have you picked the right ones?
It'salluptovoul
Tonight you wfl run through
the house and find
that us. as Big and U
aie one of a kind1
Have you guessed who I am?
Better think again and I'l
see you around ten! I
Love. BKS???????
•PI Beta PhrEJG/UfPI Beta Phi*
Ul Robyn. my Robyn wtth golden hair
We wl soon make a great Blg/LI Pokl
I promise to be the best BIG that I can.
So here's how It wfN go.
our Tuesday night plan....
Come to the house ft don't be late.
For tonight Is the night
of our Big/I" datell
Love. Your BtGII
Acoustic Grooves
Parastax view
at EASY STREET
Friday. March 24

M.T. Muggs MM East Wooster
SovoBG form the Slmeysl
CKEN KEB M.T.MUGCS CBEENSEER
Come (On BGSU RtSH CLUB for the best'
early St. Patrick's Day partyl
M.T. MUGGS Thurs. March 16
4-9 PM Happy Hours
You've seen the rest now come party
with the best!
HAPPY ST. PATRICK'S DAY1

AGD'AGD'AGD
Congratulations
DEBDEFRANKO
For being named
Secretary of Women In Communlcatlonsl
GREAT JOBI
AGD'AGD'AGD
Come back Earty tor
Par atai View
atEASYSTREET
Friday. March 24

Physical Therapy Ctub
Remember March 29 6:00 pm trip to
MCCtS dues con be paid to Megan
Muley. 302 Prout or brought on the night of
the trtp. Please send your request to
attend to the Health ■ Human Services
office by Frl. March 17.
YMOU-FMM.1
Attention d persons who are /nave
been or want to be a part of WBGU-FM.
Executive staff positions now open for
1995-1906 Applications are available
in the studio in 120 West Hall. All
positions open-no experience necessary.
Creativity. imagination, and delusions of
grandeur are appreciated. Col 372-8657
for
more Info. Applications due: Friday,
March 17. interviews wll be held week of
March 27th.
The Shark Dodto with Teeth
WSCJ-FM M-1

DZ • Carrot Top • DZ
Thanks to everyone
who volunteered to
help out. You rJd a
great (obtl
01* Cosrot Top "01
DZ-NMPC-DZ
Congratulations
FJenTkpc*
for being NMPC's
Vice Prestdentl
DZ'NMPC'DZ
Erin Co Iragh Green beer, Culmess.
Harp Mack and Tons Fun Campus Pothreyee
440 E. Court

WOULD YOU KNOW IF SOMEONE
WERE CONTBOUmC YOU B MIND?
USA Welcomes Steven Hassan
Former "MoorrJe"
Author, Counselor
Tues., March M,19*5
IflOpmlairoom
rsFtsi
EDUCATtYOOWBF

SERVICES OfFERED

Faton Radio WFAL AM 680
and the
Irish Club present
St. Patrick's Day
Happy Hours at M.T. Muggsl
Today March 16 from 5 to 10
M.T. Muggs MM Easl Wooster
Save BG from the Ssmeysl

Pregnant? We can hekJ. Free and conlldenllal pregnancy test, support and Information. BG Pregnancy Center. Col
354-HOPE.

FBEE FINANCIAL AID1
Over $6 BHon In private sector grants ft
scholarships Is now available. AI students
are esgble regordkm of grodes. Income.
or parent's Income. Let us help. Cat Student Financial Services:
1 -800-26*0495 ext. F55443.

Valentines Day Is around the corner.
Ship a bear and a balloon to that special
someone. Prices skirt at $16.95. We have
bearsand balloons tor ai occasions. Visa
and Mastercard accepted.
Please cc* 1-800025-5697 ext. 1100

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: MEN'S VOLLEYBALL - APT*. 4; M.W.C BIATHLON - APRIL 5;
M.W OPEN GOLF TOURNAMENT - APR*. 19.
ALL ENTRES DUE BY 4:00PM IN 130 HELD
HOUSE ON DUE DATE.

LOGO CONTEST FOR
FALCON PALOOZA
FESTIVAL
Create a logo for
Falcon Palooza Festival

0

T-shirt

LAGA* 372-0555 "LAGA
The Lesbian and Gay Ai lance
will hold a meeting this Thursday
at 8:30 pm In the
Off-Campus Student Center
Moseley Hall
Topic: Open Forum
LAGA' 372-0555 "LAGA

U Catena

PI BETA PHI

Wait till tonight and you will see
What a groat big/W pair wo will bo
Soon your guessing will end.
You'll find your big and a special friend.
ILoveYouUttlelll
Love.
Your Big?
PIBETAPH
P. Beta WUI Michelle Rublo'Pi Beta Phi
You'l meet me tonight. Oh Iftle of mine.
At the PI Phi house at halt past ntne.
I hope you are surprised when you see that
It's me. 'cause I know you're the best
little there could ever bel
Seeyatonlghtl
Love, Your Big???
PI Phi • LI Kim" PI Phi
The end of the hunt Is frnaty here
Soon It wll be very clear
Come to the house and you wll see
Exactly who your Big wll be.
PI Phi "U Kim "PI Phi
PIPhl-LIDamete'PIPN
Roses are red,
Violets are blue.
I know who you are,
You'l soon know me too.
Get Psyched for the hunt!
PI Phi Love,
Your Big???
Pi Phi* LI Sarah-PI Phi
What an awesome ' W It's easy to see,
why I'm glad you are a part of my family.
You may think you know and In time you
wll see - How wrong your predictions are,
but how happy you will be!
PI Phi Love.
BIG???

II Angle.

Pi Phi Angle PI Phi

I can hardry wait tor a great
BKS/UL pak we wll makel
Only one more day tl you know who I
am. so be at the house at 9:30 p.m.l
Love.
Your BIG
PIPhi'UIMIchelePIPhl
I'm sure you think you know meBut I'm positive you don'tGo ahead and guess, but I'm sure you
won't!
Friends are friends forever, and friends
we flatways boToday's the day the guessing wtl end
and your Big you soon wl seel
Love.
Your Big
s3A*NW«cor«raMare the February
'Ot the Month Ynnners:
Program (soctaO: Prout Hal RA staff for
'Winter Picture Scavenger Hunt'
Program (oducolronoO: Jason Matter.
David Mschalec. ft Bob Dkisdale for:
Is There A God?'
Program (Commurdty Service): Prout Hal
Council lor: 'Martha's Soup Kitchen
lest dent Assist ant of mo Month:
Mark Schumm from Rodgers HoH
Advisor Ol the MoMh
Steve St. Ongo from Kohl Hall
SpottQht ol the Month:
Karia McDermott from Kohl Hal

Summer 1998
RHIEL SUPPLY CO. In
Austlnrown * loordman, OH
NEEDS: Freshman, Soph., or Junior,
•us, Mktg.. or Science motors
IOrsSJ^|JUUlS|)UOi||ise.
Summer 1995, $4.2S/hr.
AmV M PERSON AT THE STORES-!
The sisters ol DELTA ZITA
would Ike to wish everyone
a fun and safe spring break.
The sisters of Ma Ma
would Ike to welcome:
Amonda Sherwood
Benlkpok
HolyHopewel
Tool Graham
Elizabeth Mattera
ft fvschelle Novotaak
tooutshterhoodl

WANTED
""Comrnirtetf AsPpte-ctoion Doyi
March !J-17. '95
"Wear Your Button-Win A Prize"
"FOUR BEDROOM HOUSE"
1,2. or 3subleasers needed for summer.
House on comer of Jackson and Napoleon.
S 127.00/mo . utl. M or F. Big Yard.
353-5122-Sarah or Jule.

EARN

I-109-474-2 J77

Intl. Ld rotes apply.
'SUMMER SUBLEASE RS NEEDED!'
2 BDRM, POOL A/C. SPACIOUS.
RENT NEGOTIABLE. 354-7705.
1 Male Roommate Needed
for 95/96 year
CaH Mike at 362-6142

363-2057

Local plastics company, two blocks from
BGSU. Is looking for PT workers. Must hove
3-4 hour blocks of time available during the
day. Stort pay is $5.50/hr.. 15-20 hrs. per
week. Possible full time summer employment available. Please contact Kurt at
353-7383.

2 or 3 non-smoking females, turn, apt.,
utHties paid, close to campus
353607411m.

Looking tor a job? Eam $5000 to $6000
working on Put-k>BaY. Cal for details and
application. Tuesday and Thursday 1pm to
8pm. 8004404353.

1 or 2 summer subieasers for 1 barm. apt.
Reasonable rent.

2-3 friendly, open-minded, honestlndMduals to Ive In a large historic 4
bdrm. house w/porch and a large yard.
$145 * utilities Call Christine or Brian at
352-6305.
2-4 summer subieasers needed for a 2
bdrm, roomy apt. Is furnished, has A/C
and Is close to campusl Please cal:
154-1145.
Are you wearing your "BGSU Off-Campus
Students COUNT!'' button? Available In the
Off-Campus Student Center, ground level
of Moseley. Wearing It March 13-I7th
makes you eligible for a prize from "THE
PRIZE PATROL.'' Hek> celebrate COMMUTER APPRECIATION DAYS - wear your
buttonl
Female Roommate wanted to share a 2
bedroom house. 1 year lease from 95' to
96'. Close to campus. Furnished $215/mo.
♦ utll. Col 354-5802

NATlONAl PARKS HIRING
Seasonal ft ful-time employment available
at National Parks, Forests ft Wildlife Preserves. Benefits plus bonusesl Call:
1-206-545-4804 oxt N55445.
Opportunity Knoc ks.
Here's your chance to foki a fast
growing telecommunications co.
Be your own boss. Enthusiasm.
not degree required Cal nowl!
874-3593 or 894-6716.
Painters. Summer Job
Cleveland Area. Good starting pay.
216-292-0980.
PART time work. We like everyone
from 13 lo 83 yrs. old passing
out adverttsemenls. You pick the
hours you can work. Eam an
extremely high Income. The disabled.
the homemakers and students are
welcome. Mall us one SSAEto
UCLC
P.O. lox 273, TALLASSEE, AL 36071

Female subleaser needed
for May '95 to August '95.
Cal 353-4631, ask (or Shelly

RESORT JOBS - Eam to $12/hr. ft tips. Theme
Parks. Hotels. Spas, ft more. Tropical ft
Mountain destinations. Col 1-206-632-0150
ext. R55442.

Female subleaser needed for summer and
fal 1995. Call Kathy at 353-5674.
Leave message.

Sub needed March 23-25 for rural paper
route. $30/day. 3-4 hour route. Call
Kay 352-4636

Female Summer Subleaser. 2 bdrm. apt.
Close to campus. $126.50 per mo. May to
August. Coll Michelle 352-7306

Telemarketing Position Available
Evening hours. WhJtehouse, OH.
Send resumes to: McvTcker Insurance
5825 Weckerfy Rd, Whltehouse, OH 43571.

Summer subieasers for a 2 bedroom
apartment. 354-7508.

HELP WANTED
$1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars
For Info call 202-298-9065
250 COUNSELORS ft INSTRUCTORS neededl
Private, coed summer camp In Pccono
Mats.
NE Pennsylvania. LoWkarv Box 2348G,
Kenirworth. NJ 07033. (908) 276-0998.
ANenton: Earn Money Reading looks!
Up to $500 weekly. Choose subjectmatler.
For more dotats. cal: 1 -<2O6)-362-4304
oxtE0019.
Catawba Willows Golf Course
Now Using
(419)734-2524
2590 Sand Rd.
Port anton OH 43452
COUNSttOBS ■ WSTtUCTOstS n..rj.at 100
posltlonsl Coed summer camp. Poeono
Mtnt, PA. Ooodsok»y/»pel |WI)Hm».
CCUtK MOM NOW MM
Earn up to $2.000./month working
on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour companies.
World travel. Seasonal & run-time
employment avalable
No experience neceerary.
For more Information
coll -206-634-0468 ext. C55444.

THE CLEVELAND YACHTING CUJI
Restaurant Servers. Bussers, Bartenders
Wll train qualified candidates for summer
work experience at exclusive yachting
club.
Training Dates: May 1-15
APPLYNOWIII
Interviews Wednesday thru Sunday
2tfOPM-4:0OPM
200 Yocht Club Drive
Rocky Rrver OH 44116
This Summer become a Reservation Agent
at the Red Roof Inn Corporate Office In Hlkard, OH. We are open 24hrs. w/ a variety
of seasonal hours available Take advantage of a good salary ft weekly incentives
Don't miss this fantastic opportinrryl Cal
for more details. 614-876-3372 or
614-876-1320. M-F. 4355 Davidson Rd. HlHard. OH 43026. EOE
VAN DRIVER Part-time positions to provide
transportation to and from socks! service
agency. Must be between the ages of
21-66, have a valid drivers license and
excellent driving record. Submit resume to
P.O. Box 73a Bowing Green, OH EOE.

FOR SALE
■••Commuter Appreckrlon Days"'
March 13-17, 9i
■WeoiYourluton-WtnAPsUe''
'John Mtehael Montgomery Concert"
When: March 19th
Where: Savage Hal In Toledo
4 Tickets available -great seatsMust Sell For more Information.
<* 372-4936.

FOR RENT
1 and 2 BR apartments.
I year, nine months, or summer I jases.
352-7454

i
:

1 bedroom apartment. Immediate
occupancy. Pets are alowed
Call 354-8800
1 or 2 bdrm. apts. or single room for male
Only a lew lei.
CaH today. 9 or 12 mo. leases.
Carty Rentals • 363-0325
12 month leases starting May 19.-1995
122 N. Enterprise- 1BR. 1 person-$340ftutl.
124 1/2 N. Enterprise, Eftlc.. 1 personS 265 ft utl.
1204 E, Wooster. 2BR 2 person,
$420ftum
Steve Smith 352-8917.

2 bdrm, 9 ft 12 mo lease inc heat, hot
water, cooking ft sewer. Conveniently located - close lo campus, library, ft 1-75.
Clough ft Mercor, Univ. Village. 352-0164.
2 BR. unfurnished apt. Halt a block
from campus. $575/month, includes util.
Call 686-6541 Available May 10.
353-0325 • CARTY RENTALS
Summer Lease avail -1 or 2 bdrm apts.
$220 per month, ak conditioning.
Snglerooms-SllO/mo. Ist8wk. session only
eOlTNrd-lbdrm turn. -gnds-12mo. Ise.
704Fmh-2bdrm fum.-9.12, imr leases.
710 S«venth-2bdim unrum.-12 mo. lease.
352-3445-NO PETS
Are you wearing you "BGSU Off-Campus
Students COUNT!'' button? Avaloble in the
Off-Campus Student Center, ground level
ol Moseley Wearing It March 13-17lh
makes you eligible for a prize from "1HE
PRIZE PATROL.'' Hep celebrate COMMUTER APPRECIATION DAYS - wear your
buttonl
GEORGETOWN MANOR APTS.
800 THIRD STREET
Now renting for 1995-96 ft summer 1996
2BRft IBRunits
Fully turn, ft ak conditioned
Convenient Location
Reasonable Rates
Call 352-4966
Huge 1 bdrm. aval, for
summer. New carpet, off street
parking. 363-3017.
ONLY TWO LEFT! 850 Scott Hamilton.
Fum. 4 person opts. No pets. 10 ft 12
mo, leases 287-3233/after 5 287-4255.
Subleasing 1 bdrm. opt. Unfurnished.
$395 . elec Pets allowed. Wheel chc*
occessble. Nbe. quiet atmosphere.
Please cal 353-3410, leave message.

f Celebrating

St. Patricks Day
at
H
Starting Midnight
Thursday
Green Ice Beer Specials
7 Course Irish Dinner
Irish Daily Double
sk
Irish Trifecta
™ Trotters Tavern Original
"Irish Nectar"
Every Half Hour Guinness/
Trotters T-Shiru Designed
signed by
World Renown Artist

Book Now
For Summer!

John Gilroy

Coming Soon
Tuesday Nights

Madrid

11ON Main St. Bowing Green. OH 352-9222

Sprinters Athlete
114S MalnFlndlay.OH(419>424-3970
20% off Starter Jackets:
It's the place to bel

EARN $6-9 hr. working outside
w/ other cottege Students In Col. Area
Training provided. Cal Chuck 0 2-1567
tor more Info.

Grateful Dead Night

•!?**»

Sega Genesis w/2 controlers and Sonic IL
$50; SONY Discman w/Phones and Case.
$85;
Radar Detector, $75 Call 362-1457 ask for
Kurt or leave message.

CALL NOWI

Entries due Friday March 17 at 3p.m.

live Show Tapes
Raffles
Giveaways
Imported Beer Specials
18*Ovcr
Coming Wd$. April 5th
Ehctric Evmtgmn

MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete system Including printer only
»»9
Cal Chris at 800-2t9-6M5.

PEB WEEK OB MOPE!
People Needed To Do Fun.
Easy. Respectable Part or
Fvi Time Work At Home.
24 Hi. Msg Gives Details

WIN a free T-shirt
Questions? Call W® at 2-7164 or 2-2343

Cor: Hundyai 89', 60 miles, cass. 4
speakers. No rust, very economical reHobie. Coll 152-1789

nwtmt

$309
$335
$3S*
$309
$345

Will Be Given Away

HOD AM MANOR

Before Spring Break
Slop at Trojeje foj

• NOWRENTING*
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-1996.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and Water included, air conditioning
1 Third St. Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-

Trotters
Tavern

119 N. Maln'Povvntown Rq J

